Viewing sailing through the trees
There are many ways to enjoy sailing, but it is always a little surprising when a new way of
seeing yachting comes from a land locked country like Austria. For Irene Ganser sailing did
not start in her blood. Most children in Austria spend their youth skiing and swimming and
Ganser was little different from them, though her spirited nature pushed her onto
competition at the national level until spinal problems curtailed her ambitions.
Ganser studied at the Art University of Linz and went on to work in fashion and design in
Paris, Como and Milan with many famous artists and gained a strong grounding in
communications, design and artistic methodology. This period also started her interest in
interior design, photography and screen printing, but it was not until holidaying with her
sister in Sardinia that she saw her first competitive sailing event, the Maxi Yacht Rolex Cup
at Porto Cervo. The vivid emerald ocean, the course granite islands and the delicate coloured spinnakers created a stunning impression and she made up her mind that scenes
like this had to become part of her life. Luckily she was able to go out in a boat to see the
racing at close quarters and she was further entranced by the play of light on the water and
the shapes of the sails. Also her competitive nature was awakened by experiencing the
excitement and adrenalin rush of the starting line as boats jostled for position before the
starting gun.
Her instinct was to take up yachting as a competitive sailor, but her age and past injuries
persuaded her otherwise, so from this time Ganser was driven to find a unique way of
participating in her new found passion. Combining photography and screen printing was a
natural progression that allowed her to immerse herself in this new life far from the forested
mountains of Austria.
The foundations of her works are photographs taken by herself at various regattas around
Europe. These images are then laid down on a screen and various abstraction and modification techniques are applied including special colouring and printing procedures. These
processes give extended creative flexibility for the artist to express herself in a way not
possible with pure photography. She has since held exhibitions in Germany, Austria and
Montenegro.
Perhaps water has always been part of Ganser’s life with snow and swimming, but it was
not until a little salt was added that she found the extra energy and happiness that comes
with sailing.
www.irenemariaganser.com

Photo 1
The start of the Barcolana Race in Trieste, Italy 2012 showing some of the 1737
starters (Colour)
Photo 2
Larry Ellison, CEO of Oracle Corporation, receiving one of Irene Ganser’s works as
a prize for the RC44 Regatta at Gmunden, Austria 2010.

